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Summary

A fundamental task of visual perception is to group visual

features—sometimes spatially separated and partially
occluded—into coherent, unified representations of objects.

Perceptual grouping can vastly simplify the description of
a visual scene and is critical for our visual system to under-

stand the three-dimensional visual world. Numerous neuro-
physiological and brain imaging studies have demonstrated

that neural mechanisms of perceptual grouping are charac-
terized by the enhancement of neural responses throughout

the visual processing hierarchy, from lower visual areas pro-
cessing grouped features to higher visual areas represent-

ing objects and shapes from grouping [1–3]. In a series of
psychophysical adaptation experiments, we made the coun-

terintuitive observation that perceptual grouping amplified

the shape aftereffect but meanwhile, reduced the tilt afteref-
fect and the threshold elevation aftereffect (TEAE). Further-

more, the modulation of perceptual grouping on the TEAE
showed a partial interocular transfer. This finding suggests

a 2-fold effect of perceptual grouping—enhancing the high-
level shape representation and attenuating the low-level

feature representation even at a monocular level. We pro-
pose that this effect is a functional manifestation of a predic-

tive coding scheme [4–8] and reflects an efficient code of
visual information across lower and higher visual cortical

areas.

Results

We used adaptation to explore the effect of perceptual
grouping on visual pattern representation in the human visual
system. Adaptation is a general property of almost all neural
systems. Due to its power to isolate and temporarily reduce
the contribution of specific neural populations, measuring
the aftereffects of adaptation has been a powerful tool of
psychophysics to study the representation of various visual
patterns, from low-level features to high-level shapes, objects,
and faces [9–11].

In the current study, adapting stimuli were a partially
occluded diamond (the diamond stimulus) and its variant
(the nondiamond stimulus) (Figure 1). The diamond stimulus
was constructed by masking a complete thin diamond
*Correspondence: ffang@pku.edu.cn
(Figure 1A) with three horizontal occluders (Figure 1B). Only
the tilted bars were visible to subjects. The thin diamond trans-
lated with a circular trajectory, thereby maintaining the bars at
a constant orientation. Its direction (clockwise or counter-
clockwise) reversed every 5 s. By ‘‘thin,’’ it means that the
vertical/horizontal aspect ratio of a diamond is larger than
one. The aspect ratio of a normal or fat diamond is equal to
or less than one. The occluders were rendered with the back-
ground color except part of their borders (i.e., the four hori-
zontal lines). Although the four corners of the thin diamond
were hidden by the occluders, the T-junctions formed by the
horizontal lines and the visible part of the diamond facilitated
the grouping of the four bars and helped to generate a vivid
percept of a coherently translating diamond (Figure 1C). A
similar stimulus was used by Lorenceau and Alais [12]. For
the nondiamond stimulus, the four horizontal lines were
slightly displaced by 0.6� either downward or upward, which
eliminated the T-junctions and broke the nondiamond stimulus
into four separate moving bars (Figure 1D). Although the phys-
ical difference between the diamond and the nondiamond
stimuli was very small, it led to a dramatic change in the extent
of perceptual grouping. When subjects viewed the diamond
stimulus, they perceived a translating diamond during 93%
of the viewing time. However, for the nondiamond stimulus,
they could only see a diamond occasionally (3% of the viewing
time). This observation is consistent with a previous report
[13]. Using a similar stimulus, our previous fMRI studies
[14, 15] show that perceptual grouping increased response
in a higher object-selective area but reduced response in V1.
However, the interpretation of the phenomenon is still equiv-
ocal, and its function and behavioral significance is still unclear
(see Discussion).

Effect of Perceptual Grouping on Shape Aftereffect
and Tilt Aftereffect

In experiment 1, to examine the effect of perceptual grouping
on the representation of the diamond shape and its constituent
bars, we measured the shape aftereffect (SAE) and the tilt
aftereffect (TAE) from adapting to the diamond and the nondia-
mond stimuli, respectively. An adaptation block had only one
adapting stimulus presented in the left visual field. It began
with a preadaptation (Figure 2A). In a trial, after a topping-up
adaptation and a blank interval, a test stimulus was presented
briefly and subjects were asked to make a two-alternative
forced choice (2-AFC) judgment. The test stimulus could be
one of the five normal or close-to-normal diamonds (Figure 1E)
presented in the right visual field for measuring the SAE,
and subjects judged whether the diamond was thin or fat.
Alternatively, the test stimulus could be one of the five vertical
or close-to-vertical gratings (Figure 1F) presented in the left
visual field for measuring the TAE, and subjects needed to
indicate that the grating was left or right tilted. Note that the
center of the gratings was coincident with that of the area
covered by the moving lower-right bar. Based on psycho-
metric functions constructed from subjects’ responses, we
calculated the perceived vertical and the perceived normal
diamond with and without adaptation. The orientation change
of the perceived vertical and the aspect ratio change of the
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Figure 2. Procedure and Results of Experiment 1

(A) Experimental procedure. An adaptation block had only one adapting

stimulus (the diamond stimulus or the nondiamond stimulus) presented in

the left visual field. It began with a 25 s preadaptation. In a trial, after a 5 s

topping-up adaptation and a 0.2 s blank interval, a test stimulus was

presented for 0.1 s and subjects were asked to make a 2-AFC judgment.

The test stimulus could be one of the five grating test stimuli presented in

the left visual field for measuring TAE, and subjects needed to indicate

that the grating was left or right tilted. Alternatively, the test stimulus could

be one of the five diamond test stimuli presented in the right visual field for

measuring SAE, and subjects judged whether the diamond was thin or fat.

(B) TAE magnitudes from adapting to the diamond and the nondiamond

stimuli.

(C) SAE magnitudes from adapting to the diamond and the nondiamond

stimuli. Asterisks indicate a statistically significant difference between

two stimulus conditions (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01). Error bars denote 1 SEM

calculated across subjects for each condition.
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Figure 1. Visual Stimuli

(A) A complete thin diamond translated with a circular trajectory. Its direc-

tion (clockwise or counterclockwise) reversed every 5 s.

(B) Three horizontal occluders were rendered with the background color

except part of their borders—the four horizontal lines.

(C) The diamond stimulus as adaptor was generated by masking the

complete diamond with the occluders. T-junctions formed by the horizontal

lines, and the visible parts of the complete diamond made subjects see

a coherently translating diamond.

(D) The nondiamond stimulus as a second adaptor was generated by dis-

placing the horizontal lines vertically. The absence of the T-junctions broke

the stimulus into four separate moving bars.

(E) Diamond test stimuli for measuring shape aftereffect.

(F) High-contrast grating test stimuli for measuring tilt aftereffect.

(G) A sample low-contrast grating test stimulus for measuring threshold

elevation aftereffect.
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perceived normal diamond caused by adaption were taken as
the magnitude of the TAE and the SAE respectively. If adapta-
tion could generate a significant TAE and/or SAE, a vertical
gratingwould be perceived to be left tilted and/or a normal dia-
mond to be fat.

For three experimental conditions—adapting to thediamond
stimulus, adapting to the nondiamond stimulus and baseline
(without adaptation)—the perceived verticals (mean 6
SEM) were 1.84� 6 0.76�, 3.31� 6 0.90�, and 0.29� 6 0.72�,
respectively. TAEs were significant after adapting to both the
nondiamond stimulus (t = 4.90, p < 0.01) and the diamond stim-
ulus (t = 3.31, p < 0.05). The TAE from the nondiamond stimulus
was significantly larger than that from the diamond stimulus
(t = 6.85, p < 0.01) (Figure 2B). However, SAE measurements
had a distinctive pattern. The aspect ratios of the perceived
normal diamonds were 0.9937 6 0.009, 0.9752 6 0.01, and
0.9743 6 0.01 for the three conditions. A significant SAE was
found after adapting to the diamond stimulus (t = 8.21, p <
0.01), but not the nondiamond stimulus (t = 0.49, p > 0.05).
The difference between the two adapting stimuli was signifi-
cant (t = 5.07, p < 0.01) (Figure 2C). These results demonstrate
that perceptual grouping could enhance the representation of
the diamond shape but attenuate the representation of the
bar orientation. The shape adaptation should take place in
high-level visual areas because the SAE was evident even
when the adapting and test stimuli were presented in the
left and right visual fields, respectively. A possible area is the
lateral occipital area (LO) because the LO in either hemisphere
is responsive to shape images presented in both the left and
right visual fields [16], although it still has a contralateral
preference [17].
Effect of Perceptual Grouping on Threshold Elevation

Aftereffect
It could be argued that, in experiment 1, the TAE reduction
by perceptual grouping is due to different spatial distributions
of attention when subjects viewed the diamond and the
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Figure 3. Results of Experiment 2

(A) TEAE magnitudes from adapting to the diamond and the nondiamond

stimuli when the adapted and test orientations were identical.

(B) SAE magnitudes from adapting to the diamond and the nondiamond

stimuli.

(C) TEAE magnitudes from adapting to the diamond and the nondiamond

stimuli when the test orientation was orthogonal to the adapted orientation.

Asterisks indicate a statistically significant difference between two stimulus

conditions (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01). Error bars denote 1 SEM calculated across

subjects for each condition.
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nondiamond stimuli. For the nondiamond stimulus, subjects’
spatial attention might be more focused on the four moving
bars. For the diamond stimulus, attention might even spread
to the occluders, the hidden corners, and the area bound
by the four bars because they are intrinsically related to
each other and construct a representational entity [18]. To
confirm that the representation attenuation of the bar orien-
tation is due to perceptual grouping rather than a pure atten-
tional effect, we performed experiment 2 with five other
subjects to measure the effect of perceptual grouping on
contrast threshold elevation aftereffect (TEAE). Although
TAE could be modulated by attention, threshold elevation
aftereffect (TEAE) has been demonstrated to be independent
of attention, especially when adapting stimuli have a high
contrast [19–21].

Experiment 2 measured the TEAE and the SAE from adapt-
ing to the diamond and the nondiamond stimulus. For the
TEAE measurement, we used a temporal 2-AFC QUEST stair-
case procedure (82% correct) [22] to measure subjects’
contrast detection thresholds with and without adaptation.
The ratio of the threshold with adaption to that without adap-
tation was taken as the TEAE magnitude. The orientation of
test stimuli was identical to that of the adapting stimulus
(i.e., the lower right bar) (Figure 1G). We found a significant
TEAE after adapting to both the nondiamond stimulus (t =
9.31, p < 0.01) and the diamond stimulus (t = 11.21, p < 0.01).
The TEAE from the nondiamond stimulus was significantly
larger than that from the diamond stimulus (t = 5.02, p <
0.01) (Figure 3A). The SAE measurement was performed in
the same way as that in experiment 1 and it replicated the
finding (Figure 3B). In addition, we also measured the TEAE
when the orientation of test stimuli was orthogonal to that of
the adapting stimulus. No significant effect was found, which
confirmed that this local adaptation was orientation-specific
(Figure 3C). These results provide further evidence that
perceptual grouping could attenuate the representation of
the bar orientation.

Interocular Transfer of Perceptual Grouping Effect

Because TAE and TEAE are believed to be generated in early
visual cortex, even as early as in V1 (especially for TEAE) [20,
23], the results above suggest that perceptual grouping could
attenuate the representation of the bar orientation in early
visual cortical areas. To further examine whether some
monocular mechanism in V1 contributes to the perceptual
grouping effect in experiment 2 (i.e., the TEAE reduction),
we performed experiment 3 to measure the amount of the
interocular transfer of the TEAE reduction. The TEAE
measurement was similar to that in experiment 2 except
that adapting and test stimuli were presented in either the
same eye or different eye. Subjects viewed the stimuli
through a mirror stereoscope. Adapting stimuli were pre-
sented in either the left or the right eye (Figure 4A). Test
stimuli were always presented in the left eye (Figure 4B).
We quantified the effect of perceptual grouping on TEAE
with an index (1- TEAE from adapting to the diamond/TEAE
from adapting to the nondiamond). A large index means
a strong effect of perceptual grouping. Interocular transfer
refers to the relative size of the grouping effect when the
adapting and test stimuli are presented to different eyes
compared to when presented to the same eye. A 100% trans-
fer means that the different-eye and same-eye effects are of
the same magnitude and indicates a purely binocular
process. A small transfer suggests that the mechanism
involved is primarily monocular. Intermediate levels of trans-
fer are best explained in terms of a mixture of monocular and
binocular mechanisms [24] (but see also [25]).
Regardless of whether the adapting and test stimuli were

presented in the same eye or different eyes, we found a sig-
nificant TEAE after adapting to both the nondiamond stimulus
(same eye: t = 11.46, p < 0.01; different eye: t = 28.60, p < 0.01)
and the diamond stimulus (same eye: t = 14.43, p < 0.01;
different eye: t = 29.46, p < 0.01). The TEAE from the nondia-
mond stimulus was significantly larger than that from the
diamond stimulus (same eye: t = 6.46, p < 0.01; different eye:
t = 8.01, p < 0.01) (Figures 4C and 4D). These results are consis-
tent with the finding in experiment 2. An interesting finding in
this experiment is that the effect of perceptual grouping on
TEAE in the same eye condition was significantly larger than
that in the different eye condition (t = 7.79, p < 0.01). The
indices of the perceptual grouping effect for the two conditions
are 0.22 and 0.11, respectively (Figure 4E). Thus, the interocu-
lar transfer of the effect was 48.4%, suggesting a mixture of
monocular and binocular mechanisms underlying the
grouping effect. A caveat should be noted that the extent of
eye specificity inferred from the above analysis might be over-
estimated because of a higher level of measurement noise in
the same eye condition, as indicated by the larger error bars
in Figure 4C than those in Figure 4D.
Finally, we carried out experiments demonstrating that

the observed effects in experiments 1–3 were not due to the
physical difference between the diamond and the nondiamond
stimuli. Their difference was the tiny position changes of the
four horizontal lines. We had subjects adapt to four horizontal
lines whose positions were identical to those in the diamond
stimulus or the nondiamond stimulus. No detectable TAE,
TEAE, or SAE was observed after adaptation.
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Figure 4. Stimuli and Results of Experiment 3

(A) Adapting stimuli were presented in either the left or

the right eye.

(B) Test stimuli were always presented in the left eye for

measuring TEAE.

(C) TEAE magnitudes from adapting to the diamond and

the nondiamond stimuli when adapting and test stimuli

were presented in the same eye.

(D) TEAE magnitudes from adapting to the diamond and

the nondiamond stimuli when adapting and test stimuli

were presented in different eyes.

(E) Effects of perceptual grouping on TEAE when adapt-

ing and test stimuli were presented in the same or

different eyes. Asterisks indicate a statistically significant

difference between two stimulus or eye conditions (*p <

0.05; **p < 0.01). Error bars denote 1 SEM calculated

across subjects for each condition.
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Discussion

Our experiments provide clear evidence that perceptual
grouping could magnify the high-level SAE but reduce the
low-level TAE and TEAE. These results demonstrate that
a functional role of perceptual grouping is enhancing the
high-level shape representation and meanwhile weakening
the representation of the constituent elements (i.e., bar orien-
tations) of the shape. Moreover, the effect of perceptual
grouping on the TEAE showed a partial interocular transfer—
it was significantly reduced when the adapting and test stimuli
are presented to different eyes compared to when presented
to the same eye. This finding indicates that the grouping might
have exerted influence on monocular neurons encoding the
bar orientations.

In the past decade, many of single-unit and brain imaging
studies showed that perceptual grouping increases neural
activities not only in higher occipitotemporal areas selective
for shapes but also in early retinotopic areas analyzing local
features [1–3, 26–28]. The SAE magnification
in our study is consistent with these findings,
as well as other psychophysical studies
[11, 29]. However, the attenuation of the TAE
and TEAE is surprising and is contradictory
to the prediction from these studies. There
are two notable differences between previous
studies and ours. One is that they often used
much more cluttered images as stimuli than
ours. For example, they employed a closed
contour (i.e., foreground), which consisted of
similarly oriented local elements and em-
bedded in a background of randomly oriented
elements. Successful grouping necessitates
an effortful segmentation process that
distinguishes the foreground elements and
the background ones. The other is that the
grouping in their studies is guided by the
Gestalt rule of good continuation, which does
not necessarily require perceiving a shape
(like our study). The finding of the TAE
and TEAE attenuation is reminiscent of two
psychophysical studies demonstrating that
global perception impairs the perception of
local elements. Verghese and Stone found
that manipulations that cause multiple stimuli
to appear as parts of a single patch degrade
speed discrimination, whereas manipulations that perceptu-
ally divide a single large stimulus into parts improve discrimi-
nation [30]. Using a visual search paradigm, Suzuki and
Cavanagh showed that face perception blocks the access of
our visual system to face components [31].
Our results suggest that perceptual grouping involves

increases in activity in higher visual areas that code for shapes
along with decreases in activity in lower visual areas that code
for local, individual elements. However, an unsolved question
to answer is ‘‘what is the theoretical implication of this inverse
relationship in neural activity between higher and lower visual
areas?’’ We propose that the relationship reflects an efficient
code of visual information across lower and higher visual
areas. As higher visual areas converge on a single, global
hypothesis (i.e., a diamond) for the individual elements (i.e.,
bars) in a visual scene, lower visual areas no longer need to
represent the individual elements. A variety of computational
models propose mechanisms including interactions between
high- and low-level representations of image feature that result
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in inverse activity patterns. Predictive coding models [4–8], for
example, are one class of models that suggest that feedback
may operate to reduce activity in lower areas. These models
posit that higher areas are actively attempting to ‘‘explain’’
activity patterns in lower areas via feedback projections.
Because most predictive coding models include a subtractive
comparison between the hypotheses formed in higher areas
and the incoming sensory input represented in lower areas,
the overall effect of feedbackmay be to reduce activity in lower
areas. Specifically, reduced activity in lower visual areaswould
occur whenever the predictions of higher level areas match
incoming sensory information. In the case of our stimuli,
when high visual areas (e.g., LO) maintain a representation of
a grouped shape, this ‘‘expectation’’ or ‘‘understanding’’ of
the image features is sent back to lower visual areas (e.g.,
V1) and removed, resulting in less activity. When higher areas
are unable to form such an understanding (i.e., when the bars
are perceived as ungrouped), these feedback processes are
not occurring and there is consequently more activity in
lower areas. Predictive coding models have strong intuitive
appeal— why bother signaling what you already know [32]?
The reduced activity that would result from such a process
would also have substantial biological benefits. There are clear
efficiency constraints placed on the visual system—both
because of inherent capacity limitations in neural pathways
and because spikes are metabolically expensive [33]. The
visual system would do well to use a representational strategy
that maximizes biological efficiency by utilizing a code that
minimizes spike rate.

Recent fMRI and magnetoencephalography (MEG) studies
have provided evidence for predictive coding models
[34–37]. We also performed fMRI experiments to test the
models. We observed a BOLD signal increase in the LO and
a concurrent signal decrease in V1 when visual elements
were assembled into a coherent shape [14, 15]. However, it
should be pointed out that, due to the complicated nature of
BOLD signal and the limit of its spatial resolution [38], BOLD
signal reductions in lower areas cannot be unequivocally
explained as a decrease in neural activity representing low-
level elements [32]. The reductions may be a manifestation
of representation sharpening or noise removal [39]. They could
also be attributed to other factors, including changes in visual
stimulus, perceived context, and attentional state. More criti-
cally, behavioral significance of predictive coding has rarely
been verified. By showing that shape perception from percep-
tual grouping affects not only high-level vision, but also low-
level vision, the current adaptation study provides the first
piece of behavioral evidence for a predictive coding scheme.

Our study suggests that feedback from higher visual areas
serves to reduce activity in lower visual areas during percep-
tual grouping. The feedback could even penetrate back to
monocular neurons in V1. It should be noted that a major
challenge for the predictive coding view is how a higher visual
area predicts the precise metrics of a stimulus. A dominant
functional interpretation of the feedforward ventral pathway
is increased selectivity at the expense of insensitivity to
variables such as translation, illumination, and scale; but if
information about position and size is gradually lost, then
how could a feedback signal be spatially precise? One possi-
bility is that transformation information might be retained in
the visual processing hierarchy, as suggested by a recent
study [40]. The predictive coding view is an alternative pro-
posal to the conventional wisdom that favors enhancement
and attention in the conceptualization of the role of feedback
in visual processing. Understanding how the feedback is
implemented in the visual cortex will be a scientific challenge
in the future.
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